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In real life, the stress of juggling the demands of children and work often
takes its toll on parents’ personal and professional lives. And these days,
more and more parents are looking for constant guidance when it comes
to raising their children, particularly when balancing kids and careers.
From toddler tantrums to teenage angst, there are many stages- fears,
frustrations, misconducts and worrying childhood situations that, while
absolutely typical, can push parents to the brink.
What every child need is guidance and care at each step, to develop
social and emotional skills, that serve as a foundation for everything they
do. And with PARVARISH, we want to help parents understand their child
better and deal effectively and positively each parenting issue and nurture their child to evolve as a
better human being.
- Shreekant Somany - CMD
‘'Parent the child you have, not the child you wish you had!!”
Effective parenting is all about learning to parent the child you have, a
child is like a clay and you are his clay master, how you shape him not
only depends on the clay potential, but most importantly on how you
patiently mould him and shape him while still letting him spin on his
own. Parenting is not a trick or a set rules of law, yet needs some learning;
Parenting is not a philosophy, yet it needs a lifelong experience of yours to
make it a success!
PARVARISH is our attempt to be the part of your lifelong journey called
Parenting. The trick to this is to find strategies that work well for you and
your child which are very well laid down in this book. Raising children is the most beautiful yet
challenging, most difficult and yet most rewarding task a human can do, as “It is not only child who
grows, parents do too”.
- Abhishek Somany - MD
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Brain Development
FOODS FOR KIDS
Just like the body, the brain develops
quickly during childhood and needs
the right nourishment to capitalise
on that growth. We've curated twelve
brain-optimising foods that you just
can't miss out on.
Brain-Boosting Foods for Children
Here are some of the best brain foods
out there to keep your little Einstein's
brain ticking:
Spinach: It helps to strengthen the
brain cells. Spinach contains
antioxidants that help rectify the
damage caused by free-radicals
(toxic by-products produced due to
various factors). Spinach also
contains folate that helps in all round
brain development.
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Eggs: Eggs contain Choline, a
nutrient that helps in retaining neural
pathways to keep memories intact.
Curd: We all know that curd has the
power to help with digestion. A study
also showed that consuming
fermented dairy products had an
impact on the part of the brain that
controls emotions and sensations.
This has made scientists believe that
curd could help in controlling anxiety
and depression.
Fish: Fish is the holy grail of brain
food due to its vital ingredient of
Omega 3 fatty acids.
Berries: Just like spinach, berries too
contain anti-oxidants that help stop
or even reverse the harmful effects of
free-radicals on the brain. Another
brain enhancing component found in
berries are flavonoids. These make
their way to the hippocampus and are
known to help improve learning
capabilities.
Turmeric: The main ingredient that
gives turmeric its magic is curcumin
which has anti-inflammatory as well
as antioxidative properties. Another
benefit of turmeric is its ability to stop
the growth of beta-amyloid plaque in

Shakthi Saran B. M., Nursery, Father's Name: Subramanian, Chennai

the brain. A study showed that a
build-up of this dangerous element in
our brain can reduce our mental
strength.
Walnuts: The Omega 3 fatty acids
present in walnuts help improve memory
as well as reduce inflammations in the
brain. It also removes excess protein
deposits in the brain which helps in
revamping memory power.
Oatmeal: Children who eat oats for
breakfast consistently perform better
at school as it regulates the blood
sugar in the body.
Beans: Beans are one of the best foods
for children's brain development. They
have a high content of omega fatty
acids which help improve memory.
Apples: Apples can help in the
production of a chemical called
acetylcholine which helps in the
transmission of messages between
nerves in the brain. The presence of
antioxidants is a bonus that helps to
reverse any damage done by free
radicals to the brain.
Avocados: Apart from Vitamin K and
potassium, they contain folate which
helps in brain development.
Amla: Amla contains antioxidants
that help in fighting off harmful free
radicals in the brain.

Now that you know what the best
foods are, that can be used to give
your child's brain development a
boost. Feel free to tweak the
ingredients in the recipes to cater to
your kid's palette. Over time, you'll
have the best combination of brain
food available for every day of the
week.

Saranya Biswal, Nursery, Father's Name: Ganswar Biswal, Bhubaneswar
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How to get your child to make
HEALTHY FOOD CHOICES
If there's one common complaint that
parents have, it is that their children
don't have healthy eating habits.
Don't wait until you have an obese
10-year-old on your hands. These
early steps can have your entire
making healthy food choices.
Shop together: Before you start
eating healthy, it's important to shop
healthy. Take your kids along to the
farmers' markers, organic stores and
supermarkets so that they start
differentiating between the many
types of produce.
Choice: To get your children a little
more invested in the eating process,
get them to choose and pick the
ingredients. You could ask them what
they'd like to cook with these freshly
picked ingredients. When they feel
they have the power to choose and
decide, they feel more invested on
what comes on to their plate and are
much more receptive and enthusiastic towards it.
Cook together: Actively involve your
children while you clean, chop and
cook. With child-safe knives, children
can be given chopping duties too.
Make sure they stay till the end. You
can get them to taste, approve and
tweak the dish. This makes them feel
10

an integral part of the process and
fosters a sense of ownership towards
the kitchen and what comes out from
there. Early on they become more
aware of food, and what comprises a
wholesome meal.
Display: What you see is what you
eat. Make sure your refrigerator or
your kitchen counter displays healthy
vegetables and ingredients. Ensure
that high calorie foods, processed
foods, sodas and sugary treats are not
present at home.
Select ingredients: As you cook, ask
your child to select ingredients that
will go into the dish. If you're making
a curry, ask her what vegetables she
would like in it. This is also a good
time to introduce various spices and
flavours so that your child's palate is
used to a variety of tastes.

Mira, IV Standard, Father's Name: Markendeswar Sahoo, Morbi

5 food myths every
PARENT SHOULD KNOW!
Here are some common food
misconceptions that parents should
know about.
Myth 1: Sugary foods make kids
hyperactive
Various studies have concluded that
children may behave in an hyper not
because of sugar rush but due to
other factors like lack of sleep, poor
diet with inadequate iron or lesser
physical activity.
Myth 2: Young children are fussier
eaters than older ones
Mostly, children learn new food
preferences through repetitions, so
don't give up on your kid if he/she
doesn't like a particular dish when
he/she tries it for the first time.
Myth 3: Oatmeal is the best for
toddlers
While oatmeal is said to be nutritious

for adults, it may not be so good for
your toddler. Oats contain high
amounts of fibre which may harm
your child's digestive system.
Myth 4: A pre-schooler will grow out
of his/her food allergy
Most young children do outgrow
many common food allergies by the
age of three but they may not outgrow
peanuts or other nut allergies.
Myth 5: Since children have
different tastes from adults, they
require kid-type food
Until the age of six, kids are
developing preferences for certain
foods. Introduce your child to
different tastes early on. Once your
child starts going to pre-school,
introduce your kid to different dishes.

Kanak Sharma, I Standard, Father's Name: Pramod Kumar Sharma, Kassar
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Child Development
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The Secret to Helping Your
BABY'S BRAIN GROW
Although we parents might feel like
we spend every moment with a new
baby, our days are also filled with the
work it takes to run a family. There is
laundry to be done, meals to prepare,
diapers to change, showers to slip
into when we have a moment, and
errands to run when we can. And so
we get busy around our babies. Even
when we're with our babies hour after
hour, sometimes 3:00 p.m. rolls
around and we haven't actually
connected with them yet.
What's one solution? Special Time!
During Special Time you can set
aside a small chunk of time to be with

your baby without any other
distractions. It's a time you can show
your baby how happy you are that he
is here. It gives you time to get to
know who he is. For little ones who
have had a rough entry into the
world, it can be an important source
of connection and healing. And
Special Time can enhance the
development of a baby's growing
brain.
In Special Time, you put away the
phone, set aside any chores that need
to be done, and make sure that
siblings are cared for so there aren't
any interruptions.

Vanshika Batra, V Standard, Father's Name: Suman Batra, Kassar
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Here are seven steps to follow as you
do Special Time with your baby:
• Before you start, make sure your
baby is fed, changed, and awake.
In other words, make sure his
physical needs are met before
you begin.
• Set a timer, if you'd like, for five,
ten, or fifteen minutes. This can
help you stay focused.
• Then, hold your baby close or
prop him against your knees.
• Catch his gaze and let him know
you're all his and you won't be
distracted.
• Make eye contact and notice
what he does—the sounds he
makes, where he looks, and how
he moves his body.
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• Here are a few suggestions of
what to say during this time
together:
• “I'm so glad to be with you.”
• “I'm all yours.”
• “I have ten minutes just for you.”
 As you talk to your baby in a
warm, soft, tone notice how he
responds. Have a “conversation”
with him, a conversation in which
you talk a little and listen a lot.
When you carve out a few minutes
each day for Special Time with your
baby, you're taking an important
opportunity to stimulate your baby's
brain, heal the hurts that may have
settled in, and connect in a wonderful
way.

Prajjawal Kumar Kamal, VI Standard, Father's Name: H. K. Kamal, Kassar

Cognitive Development in
CHILDREN
What is Cognitive Development?
Cognitive development refers to the
development of thinking, reasoning,
problem-solving, and creative skills.
A whole-brain cognitive development
ensures that your child grows
mentally and emotionally.
Stages of Cognitive Development
 The S e ns or im ot or S t a g e :
Children soak in the sensations
and perceptions of the world
through their motor senses.







The Preoperational Stage: This
is when they learn visually and
their memory, imagination, and
creativity begin to take up
shape.
The Concrete Operational
Stage: This is when emotional
development takes place as
they begin to be aware of others'
emotions and understand
external events.
The Formal Operational Stage:
This is when kids begin to

Sarthak Karn, III Standard, Father's Name: Rajnish Karn, Noida
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further develop their logical
thinking skills and learn abstract
reasoning and concepts.
Tips to Develop Cognitive Skills in
Kids
 Exercise is a must for intellectual
development
 A good night's sleep positively
impacts the cognitive ability in
children

16






Healthy food helps cognitive
function
Fun is a key ingredient for
cognitive development
Telling stories and asking
questions later
Model the values of caring,
respect, honesty and responsibility

Varsha, VI Standard, Father's Name: Sairam, Coimbatore

Language Development for
TODDLERS
Communication is a crucial aspect of 6 A c t i v i t i e s f o r L a n g u a g e
cognitive development in children. Development in Toddlers
Language development is essential • Play the telephone game:
for success in school and to enable
Pretend like you are ringing him
learning. If your child can speak and
on his phone and encourage
understand well, his learning and
him to pick up the phone and
reading will also improve.
answer. Teach him how to say
If you find that your toddler has
'Hello' once he receives your
trouble with his language or hasn't
call.
started to efficiently speak even after • Sing with him: Singing lyrics of
a certain age, you can engage him in
rhymes and songs can help your
a few fun activities that will help him
toddler have fun and improve
develop his language skills.
his language.

Lakshita Agarwal, IV Standard, Father's Name: Girish Agarwal
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• Name the thing: Point out at various things in your house and ask
your toddler to name them. You
can help him with the names in
the beginning until he begins to
say them on his own.
• Speak in complete sentences:
Ask your toddlers simple
questions and encourage him to
speak in complete sentences.
• Read him books: Reading to your
toddler every night is a great way
to introduce him to the world of
words.
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• Have intelligent conversations
with him: Even though your child
may not be able to immediately
respond to them, they will be
listening keenly. Gradually, ask
him for his opinions, thoughts,
likes, and dislikes. Listen to him
when he responds, and repeat
what he said using coherent,
grammatically right sentences.
In case you notice delayed speech
and lack of language skills after the
age of three even with these activities
you can consult your doctor to check
for any underlying causes of hearing
impairment or any other disabilities.

Akanksha, V Standard, Father's Name: Rakesh Singh, Kassar

Story-telling for
CHILDREN
The importance of storytelling cannot be
undermined as it not only helps shape
up creativity in a child, but it also triggers
their power of imagination. Though it is
easier for parents to sit and watch a
show on television with their kids, the
relevance and importance of
storytelling cannot be forgotten.
There are many advantages of storytelling on the growing children.
Following are some of the benefits of
storytelling for children:
 Helps Kids Know About Their
Roots and Culture: Narrating
stories from your childhood and
about the other family members
helps your kid to understand
family lineage better. The stories
of various religious festivals or
functions help the child to know
about various family traditions.









Help Your Kid Learn Good Values:
Kids love to emulate their favourite
characters and thus by telling
them stories which have moral
teachings, will help them learn
good values.
Better Listening Skills: Young
children have a very limited
attention span and get distracted
very soon.
Enhanced Vocabulary: Listening
or reading stories help children to
know about new words and
phrases. This helps them to get a
better knowledge of the language.
Helps in Building Better Memory:
You may help your kid to build up
better memory by asking them to
narrate the story after a few days
or by asking them about the
characters of the story.

Ayushman Sundaray, II Standard, Mother's Name: Pallavi Patra, Bhubneshwar
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Helps in Channelizing Imagination
Power and Creativity: It helps their
imagination to run freely and
visualize things without a visual 
medium.
Helps in Academics: Storytelling
helps the child to understand
better, and thus children learn to
concentrate and understand
about various subjects in the 
class as well.
Communication Skills: Children
love to ask and probe about
various things relating to the
story. This ability makes them

communicate better and become
more confident in striking a
conversation.
Expands Their Horizons: Stories
tell the children about various
cultures and traditions of the
world. This makes them aware of
ethnicities and languages of other
countries.
Helps Children to Deal with Hard
Situations: When kids face
difficult situations the various
learning experiences or virtues
learned from the stories may help
them.

S.M. Kishan Tej, II Standard, Father's Name: M. Madava Moorthy, Chennai

5 skills that develop from
PARENT-CHILD PLAY
If you're a parent to a futuremillennial, you will realise that your
childhood was very different from
that of your child. It's true your life is
different from that of your parents but
experts say that the benefits of
actual, physical play can't be stated
enough.
Physical development: Playing
outdoor games like throwing the ball,

using a swing or simply taking a stroll
with the child in the neighbourhood
acts as a catalyst to boost the child's
motor development.
Intellect: Playing board games or
card games that involve taking turns
and using reasoning, helps a child
improve cognitive skills and also
learn patience, and problem-solving.
Creativity: Playing with kids should
also involve fun activities like
painting, baking a cake together, craft
and other creative pursuits that help
children explore different creative
streams.
Social and emotional development:
Indulging in 'role play' or 'pretend
play' games with children helps them
understand emotions like sympathy,
empathy, compassion better and
gives parents the scope to bond with
the child.
Language & communication skills:
Speaking to your children, reading to
them will help them build their
communication skills, increase their
vocabulary and improve their general
knowledge.

Janvi C. Nair, IX Standard, Mother's Name: Keyuri Nair, Ahmedabad
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Cultivate Creativity in
KIDS
Creativity today is no longer a word
associated with artists. Everyone
needs a dose of creativity to function
better and reach their goals faster.
Out-of-the-box thinking and creative
problem solving skills are much
appreciated and required skills in our
evolving world.
In many school rooms across the
world, creativity is limited to the arts
and craft room. Even in that room,
there are a bunch of rules to follow. So
the job of raising and nurturing
creativity in kids rests heavily on
parents.
Here are some ways to encourage
your children to be more creative in
life,
Read: Books are magic. They create
lands unseen and worlds unheard.
Read to your kids and read with
them.
Pick an art: Your child does not need
to be an expert but learning an art
(painting, drawing, dancing, singing
etc.) is a wonderful way to explore
their creative sides.
Unstructured play: Schedule some
unstructured play time. Children can
figure out what they want to do when
22

they have time. Little brains need
time to be bored and time to rethink
and formulate plans. They need
downtime to get creative again.
Surround them with personalities:
We are surrounded by people who
have talents and creative instincts
very different from us. Expose your
children to them.
Outdoor playtime: Spending time
outdoors is a great way to enhance
creative thinking. Playtime rejuvenates
kids. Fresh air resets our brains and
helps us concentrate better.
Encourage questions: As adults, we
can encourage questions and ask
some of our own too. This teaches
kids that knowing the answers is not
important. It is important is to voice
the questions and seek answers.
Reduce Toys: Let kids create their
own toys. They can design wonderful
toys with craft store supplies.

Harsh Dixit, IX Standard, Father's Name: Manish Dixit, Noida

Personality Development for
KIDS
Every child has a unique personality
with which he or she is born, but, the
surroundings in which the child
grows, plays a major role in shaping
this personality. Parents, teachers,
and caregivers have a perpetual
responsibility to influence the child in
developing positive personality traits.
Here are ten things you can follow
with your child right from a young
age, to groom them into strong and
confident youngsters.

ings without reducing their
confidence in themselves.
• Refrain from Comparison:
Constantly comparing the child
to someone sends a message to
the child that he or she is not
good enough. Respecting the
child's individuality is undoubtedly
the first and foremost step in
building their confidence and
bringing the best out of them.

• Stay Away from Labelling:
Labelling the child closes their
options of correcting themselves
also. This may lead to low selfesteem and even imitating this
behaviour with others around
them.

• Model the Right Behaviour:
Children learn what they see,
more than what they hear. So
ensure you are acting and
reacting the way you would
expect them to.

• Be a Good Listener: As parents,
you can give a patient hearing to
their stories, to make them feel
confident and secure in your
company.

• Let them Play: Sports and
games are the best personality
development activities for kids.
For an overall physical and
mental of your child, you must
involve them actively in a sport.

• Be Gentle on Their Shortfalls:
Each child has a unique
capability and as parents, you
must identify and encourage it.
You can give gentle assistance
to improve the child's shortcom-

• Chalk Out the Rules: When the
rules are straight, the child
learns to align its behaviour
with the expectations, slowly
and steadily.
23

• Encourage Independence:
Parents of toddlers usually assist
the child with all their work to an
extent that they stop encouraging
the development of any
individuality or independence.
While it is important to be caring
and nurturing, it also important
to teach kids to slowly manage
their simple responsibilities.
• Practise Gentle Parenting:
Physically reprimanding your
child or yelling at them for their
mistakes are going to make
things worse for you and the
child. Gently and patiently
explaining to them the effect of

24

their wrongdoings, will be an
effective way of bringing the
desired change in their mind.
Myths about Personality Development in Kids
The word 'Personality' is often
misinterpreted. It is a myth that a
child's personality is limited to the
appearance. Parents emphasise on
clothes, grooming and health,
oblivious to the fact that these are just
one aspect. The child's outlook
towards life, knowledge, social skills,
interpersonal skills, and much more
contribute towards the building of a
balanced personality.

Dhananjay Agarwal, V Standard, Father's Name: Amit Agarwal, Jaipur

Homework is an important means to
FOSTER CHILD'S GROWTH
Love it or hate it, homework is a fact of
school life. As parents, it's important to
broaden your perspective about
homework. But how beneficial is it?
We explore its impact on children's
development.
Homework teaches Responsibility:
The homework is supposed to be the
child's (not the parent's!) responsibility
to complete. This means that they'll be
able to learn to be accountable for
their actions.
Homework encourages Time
Management: it's up to them to
choose when to complete it to make
sure they get it done on time. This
encourages them to develop good
time management.

Homework can instil good Study
Habits: Having homework to do
decreases the time spent in front of
the TV and encourages them to use
problem solving skills. Having regular
homework means that kids will be
able to understand the importance of
studying, and even learn to enjoy it.
To sum up, homework can be an
incredibly positive thing for pupils.
However, it's important to remember
that too much homework can result
in stress and tiredness, especially in
younger children. If your child is
experiencing some difficulties with
their homework, by all means offer
them support and help them if they
get stuck. However, avoid doing their
homework for them completely.

Jinal Kaushik Gajjar, II Standard, Father's Name: Kaushik Gajjar, Ahmedabad
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In His Shoes and Her Bag
WHY KIDS IMITATE PARENTS
Why kids imitate parents?
Kids are the mirror image of their
parents. Kids look up to their parents
as their perfect role model, it is where
they slowly came to realize their own
identity as they grow.
Early parent-child bonding
 Kids tend to pick up gestures,
words, small nuances from
their parents at first.
Always Praise and Compliment for
the right Imitate behaviour
 Praising the child's effort when
done well brings confidence to
the child.
 Provide advices with a smile
w h e n m i s t a ke s a r e d o n e
instead of scolding.

26



Respecting the child's decision
is one of the important factors
that parents should bear in
mind if you want your child to
respect you in return.
Around the House
 Be a good role model.
 Make safety your top priority.
 Distract when necessary.
Everyone has a few bad habits we
need to surrender, but it's often our
day-to-day actions that our children
pick up the quickest - and can mimic
to perfection. During this critical
developmental period, it's important
to model your best behaviour.

Aishik Choudhury, II Standard, Father's Name: Soumen Choudhury, Kolkata
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3 Ways Dads Can Be More
INVOLVED WITH THEIR CHILDREN!
Dads play a significant role in the
development of their kids. It is very
important for a dad to spend a few
hours a day with the kids for their
healthy development. The presence of
dad in the kids' life gives them a sense
of protection and responsibilities.
Usually dads end up getting so busy
with work that they hardly get time
with their child. But by putting in
some efforts, they can actually handle
the situation much wisely.
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Daddy and Baby Time: To build a
strong bond with your kids, it is
essential to spend time with them.
Spend quality time with your child uninterrupted time only between you
and your child. Make sure you are not
distracted by work, phone calls,
emails etc. Also, learn to identify
their moods, this will help react and
handle situations accordingly.
Par ticipate in Care: Feeding,
bathing, dressing etc. does not

Vaishnavi Pandey, III Standard, Father's Name: Akhilesh Pandey, Kassar

always have to be the mother's job.
Participate in feeding and grooming
your child and make small talk while
you do so. This will help create a
rapport with the little ones. Be
involved in their projects and play –
help them in their crafts or play time.
Read to them before they sleep. Kids
enjoy stories and it is a good way to
be a part of their day, make them look
forward to story time.
Be Emotionally Involved: Always be
there for your kids when they need
you. Protect, guide and support them
at every step of their life. This will
make a huge and positive impact on

their childhood. See the world
through their eyes – be involved in
their fantasies and make beliefs! Help
build on their imaginations. Also,
provide discipline and limits. The
most effective way to teach your kids
discipline is by asking them questions,
use perspective taking, and providing
care and support.
Being a dad doesn't mean that you
always have to be perfect to make a
positive contribution to your child's
life. Your simple presence and
support in their life will gift them an
amazing childhood.

Himanshi, VIII Standard, Father's Name: Naresh Pawar, Kassar
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Help your Child develop
SOCIAL SKILLS
It is essential that your child develops
social skills that will help him/ her get
ahead in life. Don't get stressed if your
child seems slower to pick up things
compared to other children. Some
children find a harder way to deal
with shyness and how to interact
with people from outside their
immediate circle. Don't worry though
- this can be dealt with effectively.
Here's what to do.
Some children like their own
company while others thrive when
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they're around other people. If your
child is very shy, encourage them to
play more with children his/ her own
age. When children spend time
interacting with each other, their
social skills improve.
Don't hesitate to take your child on a
playdate - it is one of the best ways
they can socially interact, observe
and learn things around them. It also
gives you a chance to imbibe
manners and rules.

Kanika, II Standard, Father's Name: Sanjay Kumar, Morbi

Think of fun activities that your child can
indulge in with other kids. Excursions
are also a great way for children to bond
as well as learn new things.
Stubbornness is another problem
most parents complain about. The
earlier you teach your child about
sharing and compromising, the lesser
are the chances of this getting into an
unmanageable problem.

Teach your child about compassion
not just to those around them but also
to animals and people that they meet
when they step out.
Teach your child the importance of
reading body language and facial
expressions as well as understanding
different tones. This will help them
gauge the reactions of people around
them and develop their social skills.

Khushi Verma, II Standard, Father's Name: Arvind Kumar Verma, Kassar
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Determining Your
CHILD'S PERSONALITY TYPE
Though many books on personality
typing are available today, Hippocrates
laid the foundation for subsequent
discussions of personality when he
identified the personality types nearly
twenty-five hundred years ago. The
four types and some of their commonly
recognized characteristics are:
• Choleric: adventurous, adamant,
outspoken, competitive, strongwilled
• Sanguine: playful, sociable,
talkative, lively, imaginative
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• Melancholy: detailed, orderly,
persistent, respectful, deep
• Phlegmatic: thoughtful, controlled,
adaptable, attentive, diplomatic
Whether or not these terms are
familiar to you, you've probably
intuited a lot about your child's
personality type just by noticing his
everyday reactions and motivations.
Find ways to help your little one feel
comfortable with who he is and to
realize his full potential.

Vanshi Chawda, II Standard, Father's Name: Manish K. Chawda, Mumbai

Don't keep your Love for your
CHILD TO YOURSELF, EXPRESS IT!
It takes a conscious effort, day in and
day out, to make sure that the little
people you adore so much know just
how much you love them. It's not
easy work, but it's oh, so rewarding.
Here are five REAL ways you can
show your kids you love them
Tell them you Love them and Praise
them often: They might know better
than anyone else, but tell them,
again and again! No one gets tired
knowing they are loved. Also, praise
them for all the good they do.
Really listen to your Children: When
you're having a conversation, make
eye contact and listen to what your
child is telling you. You will make her
feel important and loved by focusing
on her completely while she is telling
you a story or asking for advice.

Be physically and mentally there for
your kids: Kids intuitively know
when your attention is elsewhere and
that makes them feel less important
to you.
Create habits and traditions that
encourage family togetherness:
Even with less time to spend
together, you can still create a strong
family bond that will extend through
childhood into your kids' adult years.
Family traditions are also great for
strengthening the bond.
Encourage their dreams: Talk to
them about things they are interested
in, and find ways to help them learn
more about whatever makes their
hearts sing. You'll install self-confidence
as well as an overwhelming feeling of
love.

Mahi Hitesh Patel, II Standard, Father's Name: Hitesh Patel, Ahmedabad
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Your Promises mean the
WORLD TO YOUR CHILD
We make commitments to people all
the time, and the reality is that many
times we just are not able to keep
them. While we make these promises
with all good intentions, the reality is
that a broken agreement can have a
very dramatic impact on our kids.
When we don't keep a promise to our
children, it sends the message to them
that we don't value them. They believe
that we have chosen to put something
else ahead of our commitment to
them. Even when we break small
promises, our kids learn that they
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cannot count on us. But when parents
consistently keep their promises, kids
learn dependability. They learn that
when mom and dad say they will take
away their iPhone if they go over their
minutes they will do it!
When a child grows up with parents
who only make promises they can
keep, that child learns the value of a
promise; and that child will grow up
to be a person of integrity who also
only makes promises that he or she
can keep.

S. M. Harshavaradan, V Standard, Father's Name: M. Madava Moorthy, Chennai

Freedom and Discipline go
HAND IN HAND
In the field of education, the problem of
freedom and discipline has ever been a
controversial. Some educationist
advocate full freedom to a child while
other emphasize rigid discipline to be
exercised over him. Now, we have to
see the way in which this important
problem may be solved.
For the full development of a child's
individuality, full freedom is essential.
In the absence of this freedom, a
child's physical, mental, moral,

artistic and spiritual development
according to his inherent tendencies
will not be possible. It has been
obser ved that in a controlled
environment a child finds it difficult to
act freely according to his interests
and needs. On the other hand, if full
freedom is provided to him, then he acts
with interest in spirit of play. In other
words, freedom inspires in a child proper
initiative, interest, fearlessness and a
sense of responsibility.

Nandhini, X Standard, Father's Name: Hanumantha Rayappa, Bangalore
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While freedom is essential for the full
development of the child, discipline
is equally essential and important.
Unrestrained freedom can develop a
child in a haphazard manner and
arbitrary ways and make the child
liable to be extremely selfish and
aggressively self-centred.
For a well-adjusted life, development
of human and moral qualities are
essential because these qualities
make a child cultured and civilized for
the purpose of leading one's life
happily and also contributing to the
welfare of the society. To achieve this
great aim discipline is very essential.
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it is discipline which makes an
individual a dynamic, co-operative,
sympathetic and tolerant citizen
imbued with social ideals of service
and sacrifice at the cost of his own
self interests.
So it is clear that both freedom and
discipline are essential for the proper
fullest development of a child.
Freedom is based on naturalism
while Idealism is the foundation of
discipline. In the same way freedom
upholds heredity and discipline
advocate's environment. What is
needed is a synthesis of two different
concept.

Rishi Sandeep Kumar Singh, II Standard, Father's Name: Vishnukumar Ratilal Patel, Kadi

Things Parents should never do in
FRONT OF THEIR CHILDREN
Remember the article on how kids
imitate and observe things you do?
Besides the emotional or metal
impact your actions have on them,
this is the main reason why you
should never do any of the 6 things in
front of your children
Fighting: Do not scream, shout,
abuse, threaten and fight in front of
your children. They are like a sponge,
absorbing everything
Dragging out petty issues: In a
household arguments, disagreements
etc. are bound to happen. But try not to
drag them on for too long. Don't allow
kids to feel it's okay to make a big deal
out of small things.
Gossip: it teaches your kids that your
business will never remain entirely

your own; other people always get to
hear of it and spread rumours that
might not be true. You're also
suggesting that it's okay to engage in
rumour mongering.
Showing them only the Good Side of
the World: Children need to be slowly
and gradually exposed to the world as
it is – the good, the bad and the ugly.
Make them aware of death, corruption
etc.
Putting down Someone they Respect:
Do not speak ill of them or ridicule
someone your child looks up to in front
of them, no matter how much you
dislike that person. When you do,
you're influencing her with your
opinions and teaching her that it's okay
to let prejudices rule her feelings of
like, dislike or respect for
another person.
Disagreeing with your
Spouse about Disciplinary
Measures: Unless you feel
your child will be
physically or emotionally
harmed by the action your
partner is taking, don't
intervene at that point.
Discuss it once your kid
cannot hear you.

Ompreeth Puligundla, II Standard, Father's Name: P Chiranjeevi Naidu, Hyderabad
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Separation Anxiety and
HOW TO DEAL WITH IT
What is separation anxiety?
When a child is taken to an unknown
place or by an unknown person, the
discomfort and anxiety they feel is
called separation anxiety. It happens
generally around the time when a
child is introduced to a school or play
group or daycare, where they have to
leave their comfort zone and go to an
unknown environment.
Tackling Separation Anxiety
Start Early: By 6 months, introduce
your baby to other regular caregivers,
such as relatives or a babysitter.
Keep your goodbye short: Prolonging
the departure gives your child the
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idea that there's something to be
afraid of.
Avoid sneaking off: ask your caregiver
to redirect your child's attention right
after you leave with a favorite toy, then
say your goodbye.
Build trust: Your child will let you go
once he/she trusts you will come back.
It is their love for you. So maintain the
trust.
Do Your Best to Not Cave in: Instead of
altering the routine, give your child
extra hugs and kisses, you're sending
the message that there's nothing
wrong. if you find yourself being more
flexible than you planned, cut yourself
slack and try again.

Yashasvi, III Standard, Father's Name: Pawan Kumar, Kassar
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What to do When Your Child
USES BAD WORDS
Right from the moment children are
born, they start learning language by
listening to conversations of grown-ups
around them. Their vocabulary
gradually increases and they begin
using more and more words to express
themselves.
In this article, you will understand
how your child learns bad words, why
she uses it, and what you should do
to keep her vocabulary free of bad
words.
How do children learn bad words?
A child usually learns bad words from
adults around him. But it's not always
the adults who are at fault. A child
can also learn curse words from his
peers who, in turn, may have been
exposed to adults speaking bad
words. And, nowadays, when most
children watch TV and actively use
the Internet, they learn swear words
from these sources as well. So, there
are many sources from which
children learn to curse.
Why do children use bad words?
A child can swear for a variety of
reasons, but not necessarily because
she understands the meaning of the
words. Some of the reasons why a
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child can swear are: to explore the
language, to fit into a group that
swears, to sound funny, to attract
attention, to imitate, or to hurt or
upset others.
What should you do?
How you react to your child using bad
words will determine whether your
child drops the habit or continues
with it. Here's what you should do.
• When your child uses a bad
word, don't overreact or panic.
Stay calm and explain to him
that the word he has used is not
acceptable. Speak to him about
his choice of words.
• Don't laugh even if you are
amused by the word your child
has used. She may repeat the
word again in future when she
wants to make you laugh.
• Keep a check on what your child
watches on TV or the Internet.
To do so, keep the TV and the
computer in a place from where
it is easily visible to you.
• Pay close attention to the words
you speak. Most of the time,
children learn curse words at
home from their parents. If a

curse word escapes your lips
while your child is listening,
apologise immediately to set a
good example.
• Observe when your child uses
bad words. Often, children utter
curse words when they feel
diffident, lonely or angry, like
being teased by friends. Once
you understand the situations
when he uses bad words, offer
your support and teach him
ways to ignore it.
• Teach your child appropriate
words to express his emotions

instead of using swear words.
Explain to him that swear words
can also hurt others just as
hitting or punching can.
• Praise your child when she is
about to utter a bad word but
corrects herself in time.
Remember, it takes time for a child to
modify her behaviour. So, be patient
and keep trying. But, if you find that
your child is unable to leave behind
the habit of using curse words, seek
professional help from a psychologist
or a counsellor.

Ompreeth Puligundla
, II Standard,
Father's
Name:
P. Chiranjeevi
Naidu, Hyderabad
Kabishan,
VII Standard,
Mother's
Name:
Divya, Chennai
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If You Catch your
CHILD STEALING
Parents often find that their children
turn up with things that don't belong
to them. A parent's instinctive
reaction is to give the child a good
dressing down so as to nip his career
as a petty thief in the bud.
Children occasionally do take things
that don't belong to them, but their
intention is not to steal. They are too
young to comprehend the concept of
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possession and that something could
belong exclusively to someone. They
may also take things as part of their
search for an identity. He has not
considered the right and wrong of
taking these things. Guilt develops at
a later stage.
For older children who know the
difference between right and wrong
and have had a chance to develop a

Dhruvi Pravinbhai Raval, III Standard, Father's Name: Pravinbhai Raval, Kadi

conscience, it might be a more
deliberate act and knowing they are
wrong might push them to be
secretive about it. Here is where a
parent needs to reason out and
understand why the child did it. A lot
of times, such acts are done because
of peer pressure, so only when you
speak to your child about would you
realize what the route cause is.
If stealing becomes a recurrent
behaviour, here's how to deal with it:
Do not humiliate your child: Don't
make a big issue out of it. Explain

what he did wrong and ensure he
returns it to its rightful owner
Establish the difference between
stealing and borrowing: Explain to
your children that they need to ask
the other person before taking any of
their belongings. If the other person
say's no and they still take it, it
becomes stealing.
Stealing being a recurrent behaviour:
Try and find the root cause. Do not
hesitate to consult a child psychologist
or counsellor.

Aakanksha Sharma, VII Standard, Father's Name: Amit Kumar, Kassar
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Help your Child become
EMOTIONALLY STRONG
The way a child behaves today has
changed quite a bit since our
childhood days. Changes in our
society also influence the way a child
is being brought up today. There is
also a growing influence of electronic
media on a child's mental and
emotional development that often
tends to have negative impacts on
children.
Empathize: Children today tend to be
more emotional. They might get
upset to draw attention from their
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parents or they may express their
frustration and disappointment in an
aggressive manner. Just being
understanding can often help them to
let go of their anger and troubling
emotions.
Listen to your Child's feelings: Often
your child will feel the needs to be
heard, so listen to your child when he
or she is expressing feelings. Once
your child feels that his or her feelings
have been expressed, your child will
let them go and get on with her life.

Tanisha, III Standard, Father's Name: Suresh Kumar, Kassar

Don't ignore the signs of a struggling
Child: You might get early signs of an
emotionally struggling child – Don't
shrug it off! It could be an early sign of a
behavioral disorder that could develop
into a more serious behavioral disorder
later on in life.
Teach problem-solving skills:
Children need to learn how to live
through these emotions and deal with
problems and stress. Teach them to
tolerate emotions without acting

upon them. Once they have a strong
grip on their emotions, they will be
able to solve problems on their own.
Emotional coaching is one of the
most important aspects of parenting.
Today, a large number of children and
young adults suffer from emotional
disorders due to faults in parenting
and our surrounding influences. It is
the key to raising happy, resilient, and
well-adjusted kids.

Bharti, VI Standard, Father's Name: Suresh Kumar, Kassar
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Are you trying to
RAISE A SUPER KID?
Parents! Remember that your child is
as human as you are. Try not to live
your desires and ambitions out
through your children and it is not
always necessary to give them
everything you didn't have. Pushing
your child to excel at everything only
to fill a void in your life.
Over-involvement in their lives, trying
to make them master of all trades and
living out your dreams is nothing but
pressure on the child, especially if he
is not enjoying what he is doing. It
will affect their development and
growth in an irreparable way. They
lose their problem solving ability,
their innate creativeness and the
opportunity and the right to make
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mistakes in order to learn and grow
further in a natural way.
Let your children fend for themselves.
Accept their natural performance
gracefully. Give them the freedom to do
what they want, what they love. Some
might be drawn to academics, while
others to sports. Some might find
interest in arts and crafts while others
might be fascinated with small
science experiments. Don't force your
child to do what they are not
interested in only because you might
find it beneficial for them.
The children will be able to shine in their
own sun-shine and there can be nothing
more beautiful and satisfying than that.

Satyajeet Nayak, II Standard, Father's Name: Rabindra Nayak, Bhubneshwar

Inculcate Time Management
SKILLS IN YOUR CHILD
Time is viewed differently across
cultures as either 'linear' or 'flexible'.
On the linear end of the spectrum are
the Germans and the Swiss, for
whom punctuality and structure are
paramount and “time is money”.
India has been placed in the 'flexible'
group, along with Saudi Arabia,
Nigeria and Kenya, where more value
is derived from relationships rather
than on adherence to routines and
schedules.

Both ways of relating to time has its
own benefits, and a key lesson for our
children is to find a healthy balance
between the two.
Punctuality and good time management
skills are vital for children to be
successful in life. With being
punctual, children get a sense of
stability, security and self-confidence.
Children who attend school regularly,
and on time, get better grades and

Aryaman Singh, VII Standard, Father's Name: Rakesh Singh, Kassar
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have a greater sense of well-being
and confidence.
Toddlers whose parents manage time
well, experience a sense of ease and
predictability in early life, which
helps in shaping their view of the
world. They perceive the world as a
stable and safe place.
Teenagers with a keen sense of
punctuality tend to be more goaloriented and successful in multiple
areas of their lives. Their risk of
developing mental disorders is also
low, as they keep themselves busy,
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have long-term goals, and are more
likely to exercise regularly.
And remember:
• Include unstructured playtime
in your child's routine
• Explain the importance of social
relations and respecting the
other person's time
• Don't ignore the importance of
adequate sleep, exercise and
healthy diet
Don't under-estimate the effect of
screen time – allow them to use smart
devices, but monitor their usage

Varsh Dhama, VII Standard, Father's Name: Bijendra Singh, Morbi

Be the wind beneath their
WINGS AND WATCH THEM SOAR!
Each child is unique. And in every
child, this uniqueness manifests in
different ways. It could be that a child is
more sensitive than his peers or that he
is good at craft or drawing. She may
read more books or could be a good
singer or even an orator. Sometimes, it
could also be something as simple as a
child being left-handed while all the
other children in his class are right
handed! And to most parents, their
children are special because of their
distinctiveness. A child holds his or her
greatness. "Believe in" this greatness,

nurture it and empower your child to
become his or best self.
For parents who understand this, and
are willing to put in the efforts, here
are a few brief points to help
empower your kids.
Mirroring: Serve as the reflection of
your children's ability, behaviour, skills
and qualities. Allowing them to see
themselves as they truly are. Always
highlight their accomplishments,
strengths and abilities.
Encouragement: It is the act of
literally "putting in courage" or belief

Tanvi Siwach, III Standard, Father's Name: Randeep Siwach, Kassar
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in your child. Such support enables
them to see themselves as special.
Highlight their drive/determination:
Compliment their hard work, positive
behaviour and achievements. Giving
constructive criticism while stressing
the use of positive feedback is
essential.
Help them cope with failures: It is
extremely difficult for children to
understand, accept, and endure
failures. Failure is something children
need to be taught to take in their
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stride. We should help them accept
the fact that they have failed. They
should learn to move on and try
harder for the next time.
Power of Uniqueness: Start at a
young age. Ingrain in your child the
importance of their authentic self.
Encourage them to take pride in their
greatest asset and individuality.
Be the foundation of child selfempowerment, so that they can build
upon what was already established
for them.

Dimple, VIII Standard, Father's Name: Ishwar Singh, Kassar

Not just blue and pink:
BREAKING THROUGH GENDER STEREOTYPES
Despite the progress we've made as a
society, a large majority of Indian
families are still known to both
enforce and maintain certain forms of
gender bias in their daily lives often
unconsciously as a result of years of
social conditioning. Anyone who is
even remotely associated with India
knows that being a male in this part
of the world is a privilege. Despite all
the changing times a sense of
superiority still comes with the
territory. They are waited on, given
preference, more than often
pampered just a little bit extra.
At a time when gender inequality and

violence against women are so
widespread in our everyday lives, it is
important to raise a future generation
that is empathetic, responsible, and
respectful towards all genders. Here's
how we can:
It's never too early to start talking
about equality with your children: It
is important to raise a future
generation that is empathetic,
responsible, and respectful towards
all genders.
'Boys will be boys' and 'girls will be
girls': Parents can help teach their kids
about gender equality by never using
gender as an excuse for behaviour.

Kushal Bhardwaj, IV Standard, Father's Name: Nitin Sharma, Jaipur
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Point to role models: Discuss
traditional male and female
employment roles and show kids the
opposite.
No one is Special: It is just as good as
being any child, boy or girl. No one
owns the world just because of their
gender.
The word NO: Message is loud and
clear. If a person tells you to not touch
them, you respect that. At the same
time if you feel threatened by anyone
learn to say “NO”.
Different People, Different Opinions:
Every day you will not meet likeminded people. Kids need to
understand to believe in themselves
and stand up for their own rights.
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Teach them to respect others point of
view and opinions. Not every word or
thought has to offend us, learn to
walk away.
Remember that chores have no
gender: Put household responsibilities
on a rotating schedule, so that
everyone gets to try their hand at
everything. This shows them that
there's no such thing as men's work or
women's work—it's all just work!”
Children need to learn that all human
beings come with the same rights,
despite their gender or sexual
orientation. We can start by trying at
home, raise our kids to be the men
and women we can be proud of
tomorrow.

Gajjar Raj Vipul Kumar, VI Standard, Father's Name: Gajjar Vipul Amrut Bhai, Ahmedabad

Let your Child know he is the
CITIZEN OF A GREAT NATION
Your child should be aware and proud
on the nation he belongs to and as
parents, you must help instil a basic
level of patriotism in him. Patriotism
is the love and respect towards one's
motherland. Instilling this feeling in
children will make them responsible
citizens of tomorrow.
Inspire your child by:
Creating awareness about the
heritage of India: Talk to your child
about how ancient our country is. Take
them to museums and show them the
extravagance of this nation's history

Telling Stories of the Independence
Struggle: The stories of our
independence struggle will make
your child understand the sacrifice of
our ancestors.
Teaching Respect for National
Symbols: Your child should know the
importance of national symbols such
as the national anthem (standing while
it is being played), flag, animal, etc.
Planning visits to Monuments of
Historic Importance: Children learn
through experience. It is a great idea to
take your child to various monuments

Aaryan Sharma, III Standard, Father's Name: Amit Kumar, Kassar
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of historic impor tance during
vacations. Tell him the significance of
those places.
Teaching them the importance of
preservation of the nation: Do not
limit this to littering or disfiguring
historical places only, but extend this
awareness to keeping the immediate
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surroundings clean and tidy and
having respect for all fellow beings.
Our country will be in safe hands
tomorrow if we contribute to raising
patriotic children. It will be our tribute
to the priceless sacrifice of our
ancestors who fought for our
freedom.

Jyotsna Dhama, XII Standard, Father's Name: Bijender Dhama, Morbi
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Two-Step Plan to Prepare Your Older Child for a
NEW BROTHER OR SISTER
Every child has longings for more
time and more closeness with their
parents! Nothing threatens the norm
for a child than the arrival of a new
sibling. Not surprisingly, this is a time
when your older child's world can feel
rocked and insecure. And, with the
attention that a new baby naturally
deserves, your older child can easily
feel overlooked and alone.
Every child needs a chance to air his
feelings about wanting more, or
indeed, wanting all your time and
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attention. This good, lasting way to
help your child has two seemingly
opposite steps.
Step One – Making Time
The first is to offer him Special Time
during which you pour on your
attention, your approval, and your
closeness. You allow your child to
choose what play he wants to do with
you. What Special Time does is to
help your child, and you, too, notice
that you are paying attention and
letting him make decisions for a while.

Jiya Gayawer, VIII Standard, Father's Name: Ranu Gayawer, Kolkata

Step Two – Notice and React
The second important step is to
notice when your child longs for
exclusive closeness with you.
 Is it when new people are
around?
 Is it when you both arrive at day
care or at the grandparents'
house?
 Is it at bedtime, with pleas for
story after story to keep you
close?

He needs the reassurance that you
love him and the chance to cry as
long as possible to drain the reservoir
of sadness about you going. If your
child feels safe enough, he or she will
cry, and the listening you do will help
heal that feeling of never having
enough of you.
These two steps, repeated over time,
help prepare a child for the challenge
of a sibling's demands on your
attention.

Punita Sahu, V Standard, Father's Name: Ashwani Kr. Sahu, Noida
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How to catch a Cloud and pin it down MAKING YOUR TODDLER LISTEN
It is no secret that toddlers are the
most difficult age group to handle. It
is the time when habits are formed,
personality and behavioral traits are
built and parental influence is at the
highest. There is little or no pressure
from peers and is the richest period in
a child's life. They are always learning
and live in a continuous state of
wonder and excitement as they
explore the world around them.
Here's how you can put
across your message in a
positive and calm way,
Be clear: Talk to your kids
in simple language. Be
precise and use a lot of
hand movements to
sustain their attention.
Don't make an open-ended
comment: Toddlers have a
tendency to do what they
like to do and not listen to
something we want them
to do! It is a better option
to use close-ended
sentences that leave no choices.
Hunker Down: They are not very
likely to listen if you if you are
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speaking from a height. Sit down at
the dining table, hunker down to their
eye level or cuddle on the sofa when
you talk to your child. It is important
to make eye contact while talking to a
young child.
Follow through with an action: It is
very important that you are inflexible
on some things to make your toddler
understand that he has to listen to you.
Reinforce:
Reinforcing a
statement is the
most effective way
to ensure that your
child listens to you.
Ever y child has
moments of
naughtiness and
obstinacy. Pick your
battles wisely and
learn to ignore
some. Create an
atmosphere of trust
and love. Most
importantly, listen to them if you want
them to listen to you. Children always
reflect your behavior.

Yashi Mani, X Standard, Father's Name: Ashavani Mani, Kassar

Parenting Children with
SPECIAL NEEDS
A Special Need child may be any
child having a mild learning disability
to major cognitive impairment. It
might be any one or an array of
problems such as food allergies,
terminal illness, development delays,
panic attacks or psychiatric problem.
The parent of such a special need
child has a big challenge. This is
because of the special care that needs
to be given to the child and also
taking care of the family, thus,
missing the opportunity to get
encouragement from others. Here's
what a parent of a special child needs
to know.

Behavior: Children with special
needs are usually sensitive to the
environment and might show
behavioral changes. Parents should
know how to observe and modify this
behavior.
Community: The next toughest part is
to help introducing the child to the
community they are part of. It might
not be the most welcoming place for
the child, but it is an essential part to
help the community and the child to
look beyond the ordinary.
Life Skills: For some children with
special needs, even the simplest of

Yanika Dubey, VII Standard, Father's Name: Rajan Kumar Dubey, Kassar
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life skills might be tough to follow and
might need to be taught.
Sibling: The parent would obviously
be spending time with the sick child,
thus, creating a small void in the
sibling's life. It is thus important for
the parent to make the sibling
understand about the situation. Also,
trying to encourage the sibling to help
the special needs child will create a
loving bond between them.
Companionship and Support: There
are lots of people in this world
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undergoing similar challenges.
Getting to know about them and
talking to other parents with special
needs children will give the parent
more inspiration, more confidence
and more support.
Express your Love to your child: Many
children with special needs do not
know how to respond to the emotions
and love of the parent. But they
certainly need that love and protection.
So there is nothing wrong in expressing
the love to the child.

Anushka Gupta, III Standard, Father's Name: Amartya Gupta, Kolkata

Helping your Child
ADJUSTING TO SCHOOL
So he's off to school every morning
now, like a big kid. But instead of the
exuberance you expected, you find
many days-especially Mondaystarting with tears, or maybe a
tummy-ache. He isn't faking. Anxiety
affects the body, and can result in an
actual upset stomach, especially in
children. But don't worry, it's not
unusual for kids to need a little extra
help adjusting to the start of school.
Here are ten tips that will help.
 Facilitate your child's bonding
with the teacher: Kids need to
feel connected to an adult they
think will keep them safe. So
when they aren't with their
parents, they need to transfer
their attachment focus to their





teacher, or they're too anxious
to settle down and learn.
Facilitate bonding with the
other kids: Kids need to feel
bonded with at least one other
child. Ask the teacher if she's
noticed who your child is
hanging with. Ask your child
which kids he'd like to invite
over to play.
Give your child a way to hold
onto you during the day: For
many kids, the biggest
challenge is saying goodbye
to you. Develop a parting
ritual, such as a hug and a
saying: “I love you, you love
me, have a great day and I'll
pick you up at 3!”

Ananya, II Standard, Father's Name: Dhiraj, Kassar
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Calm her fears: Most school
anxiety is caused by worries that
adults might find irrational, such
as the fear that you'll die or
disappear while she's at school.
Explain that it is completely
"normal" to be a bit anxious
about a new situation, but she
can trust that her teacher will
take care of her
Help your child laugh out his
anxieties so he doesn't have to
cry: Giggling is your child's way
of venting anxiety, and any
child who is having a tough
school adjustment is feeling
anxious -- fearful -- inside. Give
them as many opportunities to
giggle as possible.
Stay connected: Start your
child's day with a five minute







snuggle in bed or on the couch,
just bringing 100% of your
attention to loving her.
Be alert for signs about why
your child is worried: Their
unhappiness indicates a more
serious issue. Ask calm
questions about their day, listen
deeply, and reflect to what they
tells you.
Ease the transition: If your
child gets teary when you say
goodbye, use your goodbye
routine and reassure her that
she'll be fine and you'll be
waiting at the end of the day.
M a k e s u r e you're a few
minutes early to pick your
child up: This is crucial. Not
seeing you immediately will
exacerbate any anxieties.

Arya, II Standard, Father's Name: Ashish Padmawar, Morbi

Good Touch or Bad Touch, how to make
YOUR CHILDREN UNDERSTAND THE DIFFERENCE
As with everything else, start young.
Teach your child the names of their body
parts. They must know what to call their
private parts. Do not associate any
shame to it. It is just another part of their
body like a hand or an elbow.
When children are toddlers, they tend
to run around without their clothes
on. Do not make them feel shameful
of the same. Instead, explain gently
that some parts of their body are

private and belong only to them. They
are not for public viewing. Only their
parents are allowed to touch them
and only while giving them a bath. A
doctor might touch them but only in

the presence of their parent.
As they get a little older, talk to them
about the difference between a good
touch and bad touch. A good touch
like a hug from your parents or
grandparents, a kiss on the cheek
from your sibling, your parent tickling
you until you burst out laughing,
anything that makes you feel happy,
loved and comfortable is a good
touch. But, if anybody hurts you or
harms you, makes you
feel uncomfortable in
any way, it's a bad
touch.
Teach them to say,
“No” as loudly as they
can. Encourage them
to voice their opinion
about their feelings.
Reinforcing this rule
on a consistent basis
empowers your child
to say “No” and stand
up for himself in case
of an incident.
Do not force your child to hug or kiss
any friend or family member. It is
okay if your child says hello from a
distance and smiles. Physical contact
is not essential. Teach them to make

Sonali Barik, V Standard, Father's Name: Deepak Mallik, Bhubaneswar
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eye contact and conversationally
greet an elder instead. And if your
child does not want to hug or kiss
somebody, no matter how close you
are to the person, respect his
decision. Not giving an elder a hug is
not a sign of disrespect, it's a sign of
wanting physical space.
Teach them that there is safety in
numbers. When out playing with
your friends, on a field trip, in school,
always be with somebody else. Never
wander off on your own. The bigger
the group the better.
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Keep the lines of communication
open. Encourage your child to talk to
you about their feelings, their likes
and dislikes without judgement.
Respect their opinions. Children
must feel comfortable talking to their
parents about anything without
feeling ashamed or judged. The most
important thing to remember is that
this is not a one-time conversation.
Make sure that you use opportunities
in casual conversation to regularly
reinforce the discussion.

Chandibhamar Archi K., VII Standard, Father's Name: Mahmadsama, Morbi

Never Compare: Tips to help
CHILDREN DEAL WITH EXAM PRESSURE
As exams get near, so does the
pressure that every child faces. Being
a society where academics is the
be-all and end-all of not only your
self-worth but also your parent's
reputation in the society, children are
bound to feel pressured. What makes
it worse is Comparison!
Comparison may seem like a reversemotivator, but it isn't. Comparability
drives anxiety, which drives serious
illnesses like depression.
Something Parents can do to Help:
Don't Add to Their Stress: The first

thing that anybody can do for
someone who is under stress is to
reduce the burden or work load of the
stressed individual.
N e v e r c o m p a r e : N e v e r, e v e r
compare. Even if it is on the tip of your
tongue. Hold it. Don't do it. It only
damages things further. Remember,
everyone is different.
Encourage Them to Take Regular
Breaks: Having your children mull
over textbooks and assessments for
long periods of time will hurt their
ability to focus, concentrate and
retain information.

Aaditya Agarwal, VII Standard, Father's Name: Girish Agarwal
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Help Them to Create a Study
Schedule: Give your children the
freedom to choose their own hours to
revise and study. Limit yourself to
observing their decisions closely and
correcting them only when necessary.
Avoid the “Exam Dissection”: Do not
criticise children for their lack of
confidence. Help them relax and
prepare for the next paper instead of
dwelling on mistakes that they
cannot change.
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Examinations are already stressful
enough by themselves. Do not add
unwanted pressure on your children
or push them beyond their limits.
Exams are important – but they're not
the only way to a successful future.
Lots of people achieve success in life
without doing well in school exams.
Some of the greatest personalities
went through academic failure. Just
remember this and tell it to your child
that it isn't only schools where
geniuses are made.

Himanshu Bhura, IV Standard, Father's Name: Karan Bhura, Morbi

Parenting
PRE-TEENS
Raising children is not an easy job at
all – and you need to set the ground
rules and take actions accordingly.
Dealing with your kids' tantrums can
grey your hair – but you need to take
effective steps to ensure that you
impart the perfect behavioural
lessons to them.
Discipline Do's
 Do Enforce Rules You Set: Set
clear rules in your house and
explain them clearly to your
kids. Enforce the rules you set
and stick to them without
compromising.
 Do Give Clear and Simple
Directions: You should give
clear and easy directions to your







kids. Ask your kids, “I need you
to go to bed”; instead of “Would
you like to go to bed?”
Do Allow Emotions: Allow your
kids to experience their
emotions, to eventually cease
these tantrums once you meet
their emotions with support,
understanding, and acceptance.
Do Catch Your Children at Being
Good: Always praise your kids.
Making your kids realise that
you are proud of them or you like
what they are doing are very
motivating for them.
Do Stay Calm: Remain calm and
cool no matter how much your
children are crying, nagging, or

Meghna Dash, VI Standard, Father's Name: Prasanna Kumar Dash, Kassar
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acting out and hitting loudly. If
you stick to a plan, your children
know that you are serious.
Discipline Don'ts
 Don't Give Up: Your confidence
is the key. Do not get defeated as
you already are aware that these
situations are unavoidable.
 Don't Make a Scene: Control
your frustration because you are
a leader and a teacher as well,
and you do not want to make
fun of yourself for the kids who
look up to you.
 Don't Punish Always: Think
before you punish for every
mistake. It is better to talk out
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and discuss for an alternative
behaviour.
 Don't Be Ignorant: Do not
ignore your child's behaviour as
it can be disrespectful and also
ineffective if you do not follow
the other steps properly.
 Don't Bribe: Avoid bribing and
look for alternative ways to make
your children obey you and be
disciplined and mannered.
Remember your children look up to
you. You have to take the lead and
follow all the discipline do's and
don'ts. It is difficult to keep all your
emotions under control when your
children are pushing you off the edge,
but be a role model.

Varchu Abhinav Pandju, VII Standard, Father's Name: Abhinav Anilkumar Pandju, Ahmedabad

A Parent's Guide to
DEALING WITH A TEEN
While you've lived through your kid's
'terrible twos' that involved him/her
crying for hours in the night, dealing
with a teenager can lead to anxious
times for many parents. This is the
time when your child goes through
hormonal changes, leading to
physical as well as behavioural
changes. This is also a time when
peers take over a more important role
in your child's life leaving you feeling
neglected.

Start early: There's no point telling
your daughter about menstruation
once she gets her first period. Instead,
start earlier. Answer the early
questions that your kid has about
his/her body, the difference between
boys and girls or where do babies
come from.
Listen to your kid: The most common
mistake parents make is that they
often judge their kids. They expect
their child to act like an adult at this

Ashmit, IV Standard, Mother's Name: Archana Phogat, Kassar
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age and ridicule him/her for the
smallest mistake.
Don't pressurise: Parents set
standards for their child by talking
about the things they used to do when
they were of their kid's age. This is
likely to add pressure on your child.
Empathise: Understand that your
teen is going through emotional stress
and accept the fact that what may not
be a big deal to you could be an issue
your child.
Communicate: A free, two-way
communication between parents and
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kid is most important. A friendly
environment will encourage your kid
to share his/her worries with you.
Respect privacy: Giving your kid
his/her space will ensure that he/she
turns into an independent adult.
Be a friend more than a parent: At
this age, your kid is looking more for a
friend in you rather than a strict
parent. Take interest in your kid's
friends and if you are objecting to any
particular behaviour of your kid, give
a reason.

Ujjawal Kumar Kamal, VII Standard, Father's Name: H. K. Kamal, Kassar

Your Child's Friendship: To Interfere or
NOT TO INTERFERE?
 Is casting an adverse influence
The art of developing friendship
comes easily to a child, choosing the
on the relationship between
right friend requires a certain level of
you and your child
intellectual maturity that children
 Is having an unfavourable
don't possess. As a result, parents,
effect on your child's academic
sometimes take it upon themselves to
performance
judge whether they should allow their
 Is pressurising or bullying your
child to remain friends with a
child to do things that may
particular child or not. And, once
endanger his well-being (for
parents label their child's relationship
example, encouraging him to
with his friend as undesirable, they
smoke or try drugs)
can't resist the urge to interfere
Situations when you should not
between them.
interfere
Situations when you should interfere
 When your child has not been
When your child's friend –
treated properly or has been
 Is leading him astray by teaching
hurt by one of her friends: Do
him bad habits or values (for
not assume that your child is
example, to lie or steal)
not at fault and try to take up
 Is manipulative and selfher case with her friend
centred
 When there are minor conflicts
 Makes your child take the
between your child and her
blame for mistakes that he (the
friend/s
friend) has committed
 When most of your child's
 Acts in ways that impact your
friends are from the opposite
child's self-esteem
gender
 Doesn't stand up for your child
 When among a group of
friends, your child seems
 Has some communicable
friendlier, or favours to hang
health problems
out, with only a few
 Has serious behavioural issues
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When your child has a wide
circle of friends
When your child wants to go
out with some of her friends;
however, a word of caution here
- if the 'fitting in' to the group
means wrong behavioural
choice or bad habits, you must
say a firm NO
When your child tries to help
her friends by doing something
for them (for example, sharing
her school projects or pocket
money with them)



When your child tries to
encourage or motivate her
friend who is better than her to
achieve something
 When your child has broken up
with someone
So, while you encourage your child to
make friends, also teach him those
skills that would help him make good
choices. Not only would this prevent
your interference, but would also allow
your child to lead an independent
social life.

Ashwani Kumar Dubey, VI Standard, Father's Name: Dharmendra Kumar Dubey, Kolkata

How to Talk to Your Teen
ABOUT SUBSTANCE USE
When it comes to drugs and alcohol,
pushing the boundaries can lead to
dangerous territory. Let's be realistic:
You can't guarantee that your rules
won't be broken. But research shows
that kids who have clear rules are less
likely to get into serious trouble than
kids who don't. Even when the rules
are broken, teens whose parents have
clearly outlined what is and isn't
acceptable are less likely to run to
extremes and more likely to make
safer choices.
So you need to have the talk, but for a
lot of parents initiating a potentially
difficult conversation is daunting. A
few guidelines can help get the ball
rolling and make for a smoother, more
productive experience for all.







Plan to have the talk: Springing
a serious conversation on your
teenager can make her feel
ambushed and defensive. Give
her a heads up before hand and
make sure to be clear about
what the conversation will
entail, so everyone can be on
the same page.
Spell out the rules: Clearly spell
out your rules and the specific
consequences of breaking
them. Avoiding ambiguity lets
your teenager know where you
stand, and research shows that
kids tend to be safer when
parents set limits.
Explain your reasons: Be very
clear about your reasons for

Shivendra Tiwari, IV Standard, Father's Name: C. M. Tiwari, Kassar
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prohibiting substance use. The
potential consequences of
drinking and using drugs are
real. Any kind of experimentation
is illegal when you're a teenager,
and it's dangerous. Be honest
and rational. And any substance
use impairs judgment and kids
are more likely to find
themselves in problematic and
potentially dangerous situations
like driving drunk or having
unwanted or risky sexual
encounters. It can affect them in
school, too.
Obey the golden rule: Speak to
your kids the way you'd like to be
spoken to. Teenagers are acutely
sensitive to condescension, and
it's important to remember that

at the end of the day they are the
ones who will make the final
decisions. Treat them like the
adults you want them to become.
 Let them speak: Give kids a
chance to express their concerns
and feelings. They may have
been hoping for a chance to ask
questions or check in about
something troubling.
The 'I learned it from you, Dad,'
dilemma: Parents sometimes feel
hypocritical hiding their own
experiences. If your daughter asks if
you've ever tried drugs, you can choose
to keep your experiences
private (not everything in your history
needs to be available to your kids) or to
share them, but don't reminisce or
otherwise glamorize your experiences.

S. Amrutha Sree, V Standard, Father's Name: B. Sridhar, Kassar

How Peer Pressure
LEADS TO BULLYING
Teens are influenced every day by
their peers. In fact, every time your
tween or teen spends time with their
peers, they are being influenced.
Even though they may not realize it,
just by spending time together they
are learning from one another.
Sometimes peer influences can be
positive like encouraging each other
to try new things or step out of their
comfort zone in a positive way.
But peer pressure also can be
negative, especially when it relates to
drugs, alcohol use, and even bullying.
H o w Pe e r Pr e s s u r e I m p a c t s
Bullying: Peer pressure is pressure
from others to conform to the
behaviors, attitudes and personal
habits of a group or clique.
Sometimes kids within a clique will
pressure other kids to participate in
bullying. This bullying can include
everything from leaving mean notes
and name-calling to sabotaging
another person's relationship with
gossip, lies and rumors. In fact, a lot
of relational aggression and cyberbullying involves peer pressure.
Other times, tweens and teens will
feel an internal pressure to do things

they think their peers are doing. Peer
pressure causes kids to do things they
would not otherwise do with the hope
of fitting in or getting attention.
Why Kids Give in to Peer Pressure:
Typically, when kids give in to peer
pressure it is because they want to be
liked or fit in. They fear that if they do
not go along with the group or clique,
then other kids might make fun of
them. As a result, bullying sometimes
is an act of self-preservation.
Additionally, some kids accept the idea
that "everyone's doing it" and often
mistakenly feel less responsibility for
bullying when it is done as a group.
How Parents Can Help Kids Cope
With Peer Pressure: Although
tweens and teens are pulling away at
this age and trying to assert their
independence, they still very much
need their parents. So don't miss the
opportunity to step in.
Talk to your kids. Try to understand
the pressures they are experiencing.
Ask them about the pressures they
feel to engage in relational aggression,
cyber-bullying and other forms of
bullying. The more you can connect
75

with your kids about bullying, the
more you will be able to have a
positive influence.
Also, establish rules and outcomes
when it comes to bullying and then
follow through. If you have a policy of
not bullying others and you find out
your child is a bully - even if he was
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pressured into it - you have to follow
through with disciplinary actions.
As a result, the bullying may escalate
to the point that it gets out of control
or seriously harms another person.
Remember, looking the other way
only harms your child in the end.

Tejaswini, VII Standard, Father's Name: Hanumantha Rayappa, Bangalore

Becoming Brave – Help your
Child MOVE PAST FEAR
Bravery doesn't mean fearlessness. It
means doing something even though
we're scared. To become brave,
children need to learn to tolerate
feeling scared and not let fear hold
them back. Feeling scared is often a
sign that kids are doing something
new or challenging. Here are some
ways you can help your child become
brave:
Acknowledge your child's feelings:
acknowledge your child's struggle.
Knowing you understand can ease
the weight of your child's feelings and
make it easier for your child to cope.
Offer information: Sometimes kids
are frightened because they have
misunderstood something or don't

know key pieces of information.
Let your child borrow your confidence:
If you seem confident and unwavered,
they will find it easier to deal with the
situation.
Take baby steps: Helping kids
become brave doesn't have to happen
all at once. Taking a step-by-step
approach can help build up their
confidence.
Tell stories of struggle then triumph:
Helping kids remember times when
they've conquered fears can help
them muster bravery.
Model bravery: By taking on new
challenges where we're not instantly
successful, we show our kids that it's
okay to struggle.

Patel Priyanshi Ashwinbhai, IX Standard, Father's Name: Ashwinbhai N. Patel, Kadi
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Respect your
CHILD'S PRIVACY
As your adolescent moves through
the teenage years, she is also moving
toward individuation. As a result, she
will test herself against her
environment every step of the way.
This is how your child grows from
adolescence into adulthood. And that
development requires down time,
private time, and a personal space.
By not giving your child a place of her
own - a simple space in which she
can emote, do inner work, and most
importantly, be private - you are
telling her, in so many words, that she
can't be trusted. Also, she is gaining
self-trust by learning that her
behaviour has consequences.
Each of us needs a quiet place in
which to contemplate, journal, read,
and just be still; your child is no
different. Thus, giving her a place of
her own, within the context of your
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home, helps her to develop a sense of
self-awareness, so necessary for
individuation.
Being your child, she will know the
constraints of the infrastructure of
your home. But don't let that stop you
from finding ways be give her time
and space for herself.
When you actively listen to your child
- when you see who she is and
respect her needs and wants by
giving her a space that is calm,
private and personal - you are
showing her mutuality. You are telling
her that you trust her. By doing this,
you are building a foundation that is
based on positive reinforcement. This
is how you guide your child to her
family identity. By making her a
viable part of her own family, you are
building her inner core and thus, her
journey to adulthood.

Tannushree, V Standard, Father's Name: Shashi Mohan, Kassar
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Is one Child
ENOUGH?
People say single child is not as
smart, independent and finds it tough
to adjust as those with siblings.
Parents of single child are often told
their kid will grow up to be a loner, too
dependent and may lack social skills.

Let's accept it. Having only one child
is easier for parents. While some may
argue that it can't be true since the
responsibility of entertaining the
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child lies entirely on parents but
having a single child allows a better
controlled environment.
Other advantages include undivided
parental attention, responsibility of
the parents restricted to looking after
one child, and less economic
strain. In today's fast paced,
competitive environment with
limited support from the
extended families especially in
the big cities, most of the
couples find it hard to fulfill the
needs of even a single child,
especially when both the
partners are working. In such
situations, parents might find it
easier to groom a single child.
However, we still cannot take
away the advantages of having a
sibling, since it helps in teaching
some important lessons that are
difficult to teach while grooming
a single child. Kids with siblings
can be taught sense of sharing,
not to mention the crucial social
network siblings form when the
child grows up into adulthood.
Single child or one with siblings, it all
depends on how you bring up the child.

Mansi P. Sagar, Standard - III, Father's Name: Prakash Sagar, Ahmedabad

Working parents?
KEEP THESE THINGS IN MIND
A parent deeply impacts his child's
psychology. This gets very tricky when
both the parents are working. It
reduces the amount of attention that
your child gets, thereby affecting his
psychological and behavioural
aspects. The decision of becoming
parents, along with the euphoria
brings along a chain of responsibilities.
Problems they face
Working parents are usually unable to
devote both quantity and quality time
to their children. Most working
couples have long work hours and are
fatigued physically and mentally at the
end of the day. As a consequence, their
focus is to get the essential household

chores done or relax themselves by
watching TV etc. On most occasions it
is at the cost of the time that needs to
be spent with the child.
Children are spending more time in
day-care, with maids or are usually
engaged with their electronic
gadgets. Unfortunately, parents end
up buying expensive toys and gadgets
to compensate for the time that they
have not been able to spend with
them.
What should you do?
Parenting is the emotional expression
between the child and parent, which is
possible only with deep understanding
and coordination between spouses.

Ridhvir Gupta, Pre-Nursery, Father's Name: Sunil Kumar Gupta, Noida
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Here are some important tips that can
be a bible for the professional parents:
 Communicate with your partner:
If you are planning to have a
baby, think about all the
variables thoroughly. Your
professional life is definitely
going to be affected by this
decision. Co-ordination between
husband and wife is a must as
they can divide their tasks and
work upon it.
 Invest your time: It is important
that you take out time from your
busy routine to devote to your
family.
 Never bring your work home:
Bringing work home will reduce
the time you would want to
spend with your children. It will
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also make them prone to the
target of your irritability.
 Plan a fun activity by being a
part of it: Plan how to spend
your weekends with your child.
Whether it is visiting a
museum, a planetarium, or
even reading a book. Make sure
that you consider their opinion
too but don't go overboard by
buying them expensive toys.
Being working parents is surely a very
difficult thing to do. You cannot risk to
compensate any of your personal or
professional world since they are both
crucial to your being. So, stop being in
guilt and remember that you are
setting a great example for your kids by
being hardworking and loving parents.

J. Varshini, III Standard, Father's Name: Durgaprasad, Vijaywada

Give the joy of
MUSIC TO YOUR CHILD
Singing and music play an important
role in our culture. From birth, parents
instinctively use music to calm and
soothe children, to express their love
and joy, and to engage and interact.
Parents can build on these natural
instincts by learning how music can
impact child development, improve
social skills, and benefit kids of all ages.
 Musical experiences in childhood
can actually accelerate brain
development, particularly in the
areas of language acquisition and
reading skills. According to the
National Association of Music
Merchants Foundation learning
to play an instrument can
improve mathematical learning
and even increase SAT scores.
 Music ignites all areas of child
development and skills for
school readiness: intellectual,

social and emotional, motor,
language, and overall literacy. It
helps the body and the mind
work together.
 Exposing children to music
during early development helps
them learn the sounds and
meanings of words. Dancing to
music helps children build motor
skills while allowing them to
practice self-expression. For
children and adults, music helps
strengthen memory skills.
In addition to the developmental
benefits of music, why is music
important? Simply put, it provides us
with joy. Just think about listening to
a good song on the car radio with the
window down on a beautiful day.
That's joy!

Tanuja A. Bisen, VI Standard, Father's Name: Anil Bisen, Kadi
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Is Boarding School GOOD FOR
YOUR CHILD?
The trepidation you feel when your
child bids goodbye at the school
gates can make way for a wellmannered, well-spoken young man
or woman once they graduate. Most
people who have spent time away
from home in boarding school talk of
an independence not seen in their
peers, besides making friends for life
and a sense of discipline.
Boarding schools are now home away
from home. A child spends more time
there than he does back home. So he
gets integrated in to a large and secular
family where he learns to be tolerant of
all sorts of behaviour and be more
accepting of people.
It disciplines your child. They learn to
follow a routine that is rigid and
necessarily so. They have their whole
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day chalked out for them with not a
minute for idol minds or frivolous
activities. They imbibe manners and
etiquettes in a child.
Your child learns to depend on
himself in a way that a day-scholar
child might not be able to gain. Being
away from family helps in making
decisions for one self, standing up for
yourself and dealing with problems
and issues on your own. They also
learn to value their loved ones.
It's ultimately a personal decision to
send a child to a boarding school, but
if you do, remember to let him know
why, so there are no misgivings later.
Parents must stay in regular touch
with the teachers and keep
communication lines open with the
child.

Mahdav. M, I Standard, Father's Name: Manoj, Cochin

Tackling
SMART SCREEN ADDICTION!
We live in a super-technological era.
Technology is making our lives easier
in many ways, but we have also
become quite dependent on it. It is
changing the way we live, influencing
the way we behave and altering the
way we think. You can only imagine
the implications it will have on our
children. Not surprisingly, 97 percent
of teens in Indian cities use social
networking sites.
Warning Signs:
 Social withdrawal
 Lack of concentration
 Stress due to peer pressure

 Lack Of Sleep
What Can You Do
Communication: Explain the
impact of constantly using a smart
device to your child, but explain,
don't scare!
Keep devices out of kids' bedrooms:
Taking away a child's phone at
bedtime can be a battle, but it's
worth the fight.
Set up online firewalls and data
cut-offs: Tools that restrict access
to illicit content and curb data use,
and there are apps that do so as
well. Take advantage of them.

Vansh Saxena, VII Standard, Father's Name: Shalendra Saxena, Noida
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Create a device contract: This is
something you create with your
child that details rules around their
device use.
Model healthy device behaviours:
Just as kids struggle to stay off their
phones, so do parents. If you're a
phone junkie yourself, you can't
expect your kids to be any different.
Old-school flip phones for kids: A
smartphone without a data plan.
Kids can connect from home
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computers and tablets during their
free time.
No finished home works, no
smartphones
In today's times, parents cannot tell
kids to stop using smartphones.
However, we can stop our kids from
being addicted to it by setting an
example and having careful and
thorough explanations as to why
there is a need to limit their phone
usage.

Amisha Bhatia, VII Standard, Mother's Name: Charu Malhotra, Noida

What you should know
ABOUT RAGGING
On April 24 2014, the University
Grants Commission (UGC) asked
institutes to install electronic
surveillance systems and alarm bells
to curb instances of ragging,
especially inside canteens, hostels
and along college corridors and
lawns. It also asked institutes to form
anti-ragging squads, quick-response
teams and identify students who
generally create trouble at the
beginning of the academic year itself.
Common Misconception: Ragging
helps in personality development of
the students; helps them getting rid
of their shyness; prepares them for
the real world.

Need for ragging?
Ragging in colleges is quite common or
at least it used to be. Seniors see it as a
harmless interaction but it's based on
the idea of "a cycle where those who
have been ragged want to rag”
Drawing the line between an
interaction and ragging: If the person
at the receiving end feels his or her
personal space being infringed upon,
and feels vulnerable, or experiences
discomfort and distress, a significant
boundary has been crossed-then a
healthy interaction can become a
traumatic experience.

Vidyalakshmi H, V Standard, Father's Name: Hareegharen R. A, Bangalore
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Segregating Ragging into Mild &
Severe: What may be mild for
someone may be severe for others.
All tragic cases of ragging started only
in their milder forms or it was fun for
someone. It is impossible to draw a
line once ragging starts.
Ragging is Harmless: 'Harmless
introductions' have led to group
clashes. Students who do not
participate in milder forms of ragging
not only face exclusion from peers but
are considered weak as well and
undergo psychological trauma.
How can a student deal with ragging
 Students should first stand up
for themselves and refuse to do
anything that degrades them as
people.
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Sharing the experience with
friends to deal with the mental
stress that comes with ragging.
“Building a support system is a
must"
 Students must not feel anxious,
shy, scared or ashamed of
talking about what happened
and seeking help.
 Call the student helpline number
and approach the anti-ragging
squad, wardens and teachers.
 Keep the Communication
channel open. Let your teen
know the importance of sharing.
Your children are ready to begin a
new chapter in their lives in the
college of their choice. Let us make
sure this is a joyful and enriching
experience for them.

Srishti Mani, IV Standard, Father's Name: Ashavani Mani, Kassar

Is career counselling
BENEFICIAL FOR TEENAGERS?
There are many benefits of career counselling to consider. It's easy to feel
confused when it comes to what type
of career path to choose. Career
counselling offers school children a
more systematic and thoughtful way to
make a better choice for themselves.
Career information offers factual data
about the subjects available, course
content, job requirements and the
opportunities available. It enables
deep inner exploration to understand
their core interests, family influences,
aptitude, personality, skills and
attitudes.
It helps because Discard confusion: Students
can gain clarity in their minds







and thoughts by seeking the
help of a career adviser.
Career Related to Education:
Counsellors can direct students
the process of Goal Setting by
helping them in recognizing the
means needed to achieve their
objectives.
Identify choices in careers: A
career counsellor can assist
students with focusing on one
area of a career path that works
best for them so that they save
time and efforts by working on
realistic career goals that are
right for them.
Determine strengths and
weaknesses: Professionals provide

Shreyas M. Belgaumkar, V Standard, Father's Name: Sreekanth M. Belgaumkar, Bangalore
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students with various aptitude and
career assessment tests. These
tests are designed to match natural
skills, strengths and abilities with
key components of specific careers.
Educational guidance and
support: Students encounter
various careers that require
specific training or education.
This process can be made
easier by taking advantage of a
supporting career counsellor
who can help you along the way





with support, resources and
tools.
What's Out There: Perhaps the
most important facet of career
counselling is to simply know
what career options abound
today.
Ta k e a d v a n t a g e o f t h e
opportunity to get guidance and
mentorship. Approach the
process with an open mind to
benefit fully.

Harshit Seth, VII Standard, Mother's Name: Ritu Seth, Noida

Eating Disorders WATCH OUT!!!
Eating disorder is defined as any of a
range of psychological disorders
characterized by abnormal or
disturbed eating habits.
 Anorexia: Exists predominantly
in teenage girls who are
vulnerable and extremely
self-conscious. Teens suffering
from anorexia are extremely
scared of gaining weight and
suffer from extremely low selfesteem. They become obsessed
with their weight and outer
appearance.
 Bulimia: Teens experience
phases of binge eating. They
eat copious amounts of food
and then either vomit to throw
out every ounce of food that
their body consumed. This
again is a result of a distorted

self-image. They consider
themselves fat and are scared
of putting on any weight.
 Binge Eating: Teens do not
exercise or purge after eating
and therefore are usually obese.
They are extremely sensitive
about their self-image. This
becomes a vicious cycle of
eating, feeling guilty and eating
again to feel better.
There are no precise causes of eating
disorders but depression, anxiety,
body shaming, low self-esteem, and
substance abuse may lead to it. This
disorder is common amongst teenage
girls and young women and less
common in men. This form of
psychological disorder is getting
more common with time in the
developing countries. This can be

Joshi Bhargav Manharbhai, VII Standard, Father's Name: Manhar A. Joshi, Kadi
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attributed to the advent of technology
and internet and their standard of
'beauty'.
Signs and symptoms of eating
disorders:
 Extreme fear of weight gain
 Relentless need for exercise (in
case of Anorexia & Bulimia)
 Unhealthy obsession with their
own body image
 Strong focus on body weight.
Think of themselves as
fat/obese
 Starve or adapt unhealthy
dieting practices
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Count calories obsessively and
only allow oneself tiny potions
of food
 Suffer from frequent stomach
aches
 Loss or disturbance in menstrual
cycle
 Social withdrawal from friends,
family, and society in general
 Moodiness, irritability, depression,
and anxiety
If you think your teen might have an
eating disorder, talk to your doctor.
The sooner you get medical and
psychological treatment, the faster
will be the road to recovery.

Yash, VI Standard, Father's Name: Naveen Saini, Kassar

Phobias in
CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS
A phobia is an identifiable and
persistent fear that is excessive or
unreasonable and is triggered by the
presence or anticipation of a specific
object or situation. Children and
adolescents with one or more
phobias consistently experience
anxiety when exposed to the specific
object or situation.
Types of phobias seen in children and
adolescents include the following:
Specific Phobia: Anxiety is associated
with a specific object or situation.
This anxiety interferes with normal
routines and activities.
Panic Disorder: An unpredictable,

unexpected period of intense fear or
discomfort compounded by shortness
of breath, dizziness, light-headedness,
shaking, fear of losing control, and an
increased, racing heart beat (called a
panic attack).
Agoraphobia: Fear of open spaces,
such as being outside or leaving
home alone.
Social Anxiety Disorder: Fear of one or
more social or performance
situations.
Separation Anxiety Disorder: Fear or
anxiety of being separated from an
attachment figure, which interferes
with regular activities.

Patel Jay Ashwinbhai, VI Standard, Father's Name: Ashwinbhai N. Patel, Kadi
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Research suggests that both genetic
and environmental factors contribute
to the onset of phobias. Specific
phobias have been associated with a
fearful first encounter with the phobic
object or situation.
Look out for these symptoms to be
able to identify if it is a phobia:
 Increased heart rate
 Sweating
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Trembling or shaking
Shortness of breath
Feeling of choking
Chest pain or discomfort
Feeling dizzy or faint
Fear of losing control
Numbness
Hot or cold flashes

Saumya Tiwari, VII Standard, Father's Name: C. M. Tiwari, Kassar

Preventing Youth
SUICIDE
 Peer or Social Pressure
Suicide is the second leading cause of
death among school age youth. It's Suicide Warning Signs:
important to learn about the factors
 Suicidal threats in the form of
that can put a teen at risk for suicide.
direct ("I am going to kill
The more you know, the better you'll
myself")
and indirect ("I wish I
be prepared for understanding what
could
fall
asleep and never
can put your child at risk. Youth who
wake up again") statements.
are contemplating suicide frequently
give warning signs of their distress.
 S u i c i d e n o t es and plans
(including online postings).
Suicide Risk Factors:
 Prior suicidal behaviour- Changes
 Mental illness including
depression, conduct disorders,
in behaviour, appearance,
and substance abuse.
thoughts and/or feelings.
 Family stress/dysfunction.
 Preoccupation with death.
 Environmental risks, including What to Do:
presence of a firearm in the
 Remain calm
home.
 Listen
 Situational crises (e.g., traumatic
 Reassure them that there is
death of a loved one, physical or
help and they will not feel like
sexual abuse, family violence).
this forever

Chirag A. Bisen, III Standard, Father's Name: Anil Bisen, Kadi
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Do not judge
Provide constant supervision
Remove means for self-harm
Get help: No one should ever
agree to keep a youth's suicidal
thoughts a secret






Continue to take threats seriously,
avoid assuming behavior is
simply attention seeking
Family support and cohesion,
including good communication.
Urge your teen not to demand
too much of himself or herself.

Bhumika Jain, III Standard, Mother's Name: Ruchika Jain, Chandigarh

You'll Never be the Perfect Parent
(AND THAT'S OKAY)
A saturation of parenting literature whether it be books, blogs, advice
forums or social media posts - has
helped create an unrealistic ideal of
what certain children should be
achieving at any given age. What we
don't realize is every single child is a
unique miracle, and no parenting book
has ever been written about your child.
Your child is completely unique, and
if they aren't doing what's on the
graph or in the tips given, you're not
wrong and your child's not wrong you just haven't found the right
solution at that moment.
Perfection doesn't work in everything.
Not in relationships, not in cooking,

not in parenting. It is an absolutely
unhealthy pressure that we are finding
in this highly visible world.
Have an 80/20 approach to
parenting - Eighty percent of the
time, you do the best you can. The
other 20 percent you realise it's not
going to work out today for some
reason, and you're not wrong and
your child isn't wrong.
Some parents are too hard on
themselves. A calm parent that
allows herself to laugh and relax is a
much more effective parent. It means
her emotional barometer is in a better
space when the things go astray.

Yash Pratap Singh, V Standard, Father's Name: Lokendra Pratap Singh, Jaipur
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Tithi P. Jaiswal, Standard - IV
Father's Name: Praful Jaiswal, Ahmedabad

Sarvesh,
Standard - V
Father's Name: Ishwar Singh,
Kassar

Debarita Bose, Standard - P1
Sahil Sharma, Standard - V
Mother's Name: Jyoti Prakash Bose,
Father's Name: Narender Sharma, Kassar
Kolkata

Saubhagya Ranjan Behera, Standard - V
Father's Name: Tofan Kumar Behera, Bhubneshwar

Ritika Dubey, Standard - V
Father's Name: Rajan Kumar Dubey, Kassar

Premsai Mishra, Standard - II
Father's Name: Santa Baran Mishra,
Bhubneshwar

Aarav Bhatia, Standard - III
Mother's Name: Charu Malhotra,
Noida

Arth Kumar Pathak, Standard - Nursery
Father's Name: Shashi Bhushan Pathak, Chandigarh

Prananjay Bhatt, Standard - Nursery
Father's Name: Sandeep Bhatt, Chandigarh

Tilak Kumar Sharma, Standard - K.G.
Father's Name: Deepak Sharma, Jaipur

Sakham Sharma, Standard - L.K.G.
Father's Name: Sachin Sharma, Kassar

Yokesh. V, Standard - L.K.G.
Father's Name: Venkatesh, Chennai

Ashwika, Standard - U.K.G.
Father's Name: Mukundan M, Cochin

Aarna Gupta, Standard - Nursery
Father's Name: Pushkar Gupta, Kassar

Prateek Reddy, Standard - U.K.G.
Father's Name: Sudheer Bheemaravu, Hyderabad

Bhargav Sunilbhai Prajapati, Standard - III
Father's Name: Sunilbhai Prajapati, Kadi

S. Swarjith, Standard - U.K.G.
Father's Name: Shanmugam. N, Chennai

Ayush Gayawer, Standard - II
Father's Name: Ranu Gayawer, Kolkata

Ann Mariya Praveen, Standard - I
Father's Name: Praveen George, Hyderabad

Mudit, Standard - U.K.G
Father's Name: Sanjay Kumar, Morbi

Amishi Garg, Standard - Nursery
Father's Name: Pulkit Garg, Kassar

Soham Ojha, Standard - Pre.
Father's Name: Ghanshyam Ojha, Noida

Nancy Singh, Standard - U.K.G
Father's Name: Jatinder Singh, Kassar

Pari P, Standard - U.K.G
Father's Name: Praveen P, Bangalore

Vansh Sharma, Standard - V
Father's Name: Yatendra Kumar Sharma, Kassar

Pori Das, Standard - K.G. 1
Father's Name: Benoy Das, Kolkata

Abhinav, Standard - U.K.G.
Father's Name: Sreejith M P, Cochin

Pihas R. Patel, Standard - Nursery
Father's Name: Rahul R. Patel, Ahmedabad

Mahasviin, Standard - Nursery
Father's Name: Dhanarajan, Chennai

Emmanuel Kevin, Standard - IV
Father's Name: E. Napoleon Raj, Chennai

Kashvi Wadhwa, Standard - L.K.G.
Abhinav Sharma, Standard - I
Father's Name: Naveen Wadhwa, Kassar Father's Name: Ajay Sharma, Noida

Mahi Hitesh Patel, Standard -II
Father's Name: Hitesh Patel, Ahmedabad

Nihit, Standard - Nursery
Mother's Name: Nidhi Rathi, Noida

Sanvi dixit, Standard - U.K.G
Father's Name: Vikram Dixit, Hubli

Adhidev, Standard - Nursery
Father's Name: Jijo P.s, Cochin

